


The purpose of our approach 



 The approach is focused on the discourse 
of different players in a market/industry 
segment and recounts their strategic 
position

Discourse: derived from the Latin "discursus" (literally 
"run around"), which means "discussion" or 
"communication”
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The discourse analysis placed at the centre of our approach 

 Nevertheless, tactical aspects such as 
SEO and usability aren’t targeted

However, due to the semantic analysis some terms and 
keywords acquire a new meaning. 

Hence, new priorities can be set in communication.
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Michel Foucault (1926-1984) founded the discourse analysis

Discourse, as defined by Michel Foucault, refers to: “ways of constituting knowledge, 
together with the social practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations which inhere in 
such knowledges and relations between them. Discourses are more than ways of thinking and 
producing meaning. They constitute the 'nature' of the body, unconscious and conscious mind 
and emotional life of the subjects they seek to govern."

(Weedon, 1987, p. 108).



 Resources: manufacturers’ and retailers’ websites 

 Preparation: made by AI/ Natural Language Processing and semiotic analysis 

 Outputs: accurate reflection of the current product or brand discourse 

− How does a business advertise its products and services? 
How does it talk about them? How does it illustrate them?

− What kind of sectors do certain players in an industry occupy? 
What stylistic devices are used to highlight them?
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Our tool helps you to have an idea of your position and to take a step back 
from your outlook of the industry



How do we proceed?



What about data extraction? 

 With our AI partner we select specific and 
relevant pages within the websites that have to be examined 

1. Data cleaning, writing of the corpus

2. Crawling / Indexation

3. Dashboard including all verbatims 

4. Manual transcription to record the slight qualitative differences using
the Semantic Score in the original language

5. Production of datafacts (synthetic graphs)/Meeting of variables

 The web page is considered as a unit. The % refers to the verbatims per page.

Partially complex
Key to success

Tailored
Source of Insights



By extracting the pages, you will already get insights 

 In a uniform and well-defined segment, there can be up to three/four times as many 
web pages on a given topic between two competing manufacturers or suppliers 

 This reveals a lot about the (conscious or unconscious) strategic importance of the 
topic for the respective market player! 

 In addition, there is the URL maintenance which often doesn't highlight the product 
attributes enough!



Data collection: the devil’s in the detail 

Example: wireless DIY tools 

 1st situation: you have a direct and easy 
access to the section or part of the site that 
highlights the targeted product 

 2nd situation: The targeted section doesn’t 
exist. You therefore have to browse the pages 
by entering the search term in the URL. In this 
case, it doesn’t mean that the products or 
terms don’t exist, but that they can be found 
in other sections/categories.



Syntactical analysis via NLP (Natural Language Processing)



Dashboard of the syntactical analysis: the power of grammar 

14.795 keywords on 4 US 

websites analyzed

1 web page = 1 verbatim

A B C D



The syntax analysis is only part of the equation. 
Semiotics deciphers the rest.

Let’s pick up the example of DIY tools again…



Illustrated, focused on user & usage Tidy, organised, and focused on the products



An experienced person cleaning up vs. a young man doing the ”heavy-duty” work?

Creating a link between words and pictures helps you to better convey your message 



What concrete issues do we 
address?

3 examples to guide you 



Call to action
(non-profit organisations’ websites)



Zwei ungleichgroße Akteure – auch in dem Ausmaß der Spendenthematik

Donations within the organisation 
(“Spenden” / 372 pages in total)

Landing pages of two websites



Systemic stylistic patterns:

− Promoting altruism

− Conveying a sense of urgency

DKFZ (German Cancer Research Centre):

− Factual focus on R&D (no distress in 

cancer?)

− However, donors play an important 

role

DRK (German Red Cross):

− Focused on people (children, 

families) and their pain

− Call to action with dramatisation and 

grandiloquence

− Blood donation as main part

Two different players with a different 
outlook of emergency/ German

/ Dramatisation, urging

/ Family

/ Research

/ Assist

/ Children

/ Human beings

/ Emergency, need

/ Projects

/ Donations

/ Donors

/ Support, help

/ Disaster, war

/ Blood donation

/ Gift

/ Death, legacy

/ Joy



Dealing with emergency and death
Should a donation be seen as a gift? 

DKFZ (German Cancer Research Centre): 

talking about death as a trigger for donations

− Death as an opportunity to donate

− Donations replace gifts 

DRK (German Red Cross): in a distress 

situation, donations are seen as gifts  

− Emergency as an opportunity to donate

− Donations are gifts

“Are you looking for a suitable gift idea? Donate now. Share joy and 
support the DRK's worldwide relief efforts with a donation!”

“Next Christmas, give a gift to children in distress. Whether blankets 
or food - choose your own gift!”

“Are you organising a birthday party, wedding or jubilee? Ask your 
guests to donate to cancer research instead of asking for gifts.”

“Donations instead of gifts; For birthdays or before Christmas - every 
year the question about giving the right gifts arises. Finding 
something "meaningful" is not always easy.”



Behind the scenes of machine tools in the US 
(brand sites) 



Mirror, mirror: who promotes the product the most?

Here, the manufacturers A, B and 

D talk in similar terms about a 

specific type of B2B tool.  

However, the manufacturer C 

devoted 2 to 3 times as many 

pages to this segment: a 

conscious decision taken by the 

manufacturer involving to 

highlight this segment?

Manufacturer A Manufacturer B Manufacturer C Manufacturer D



Figure out the promotion of a product segment by industry players

 A focus on the overall importance of the thematics and 
product attributes

 What it reveals: 

− What product specifications are really being 
promoted?

− In what proportions/ how are they classified?

− Which terminology is used? 



Who highlights which product attributes?

 How much does each manufacturer 
emphasise its brand name and exploit its 
internet presence as a branding platform?

 What are the 10 most prominent attributes 
mentioned by each manufacturer? 

 What can we learn from the fact that some 
attributes are rarely mentioned or even 
neglected? 

Manufacturer A Manufacturer B Manufacturer C Manufacturer D

Mentioning the own 
brand

Mentioning the own 
brand

Mentioning the own 
brand

Motor Mentioning the own 
brand

Motor 

Motor 



Study of a cross-cutting issue: the CSR 
(here focused on retailers, but the same applies to brands)



Retail in France: 
The retailers’ outlook on the CSR

Retailer 1 supports the animal welfare. 

Retailer 2 put the emphasis on 

packaging and the cooperation with 

environmental associations. 

Topic Retaier 1 Retailer 2

Organic agriculture 1 1

Food security

Farming conditions & Animal welfare 7

Food wastage 2

GMO 2

Packaging 2 4

Nutritional value 

Sustainable practices 

Air pollution 1

Producers' remuneration 1

Controversial products 

Recycling 1 1

Associations 7

Land pollution 

Biodiversity 

Transparency, Traceability & Eco-labels 

Renewable energies 

Working conditions 



Retailer 1 focus on animal welfare and retailer 2 aim at packaging & 
sustainability 

Retailer 1 Retailer 2



The advantages of 
Web Site Story



 What kind of product/service 
features are highlighted by 
the competition?

What specific attributes does 
it highlight in relation to our 
opinion on this subject?

What kind of words, pictures, 
and emotional level? 
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What does this analysis reveal?

 How does the competition 
manage the improvement 
of cross-cutting issues? 

(CSR, donations, GDPR, law, 
compliance, resources, HR, 
sustainable development...)

 Additional advantage: 
for the digital
department, potential to 
optimise the website 
structure



 Because we are all somewhat blinded in our own industry and “feelings” sometimes need to be 
hold up by facts.

 Because the data is already available, right there, before your eyes!  You just have to know how 
to decipher it. 

 Because it involves little design and monitoring effort on behalf of the company’s Research 
department.

 Because within 3 weeks everything will seem clearer: you will have learned more about your 
brand, your products, your competitors and news topic - at an affordable price. 

 This will help you to take on a conscious and deliberate positioning.
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The reasons why you benefit from this analysis
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Contact us now!

Natacha Dagneaud
Séissmo – Markt und Forschung

Mannheim (Germany)
dagneaud@seissmo.com

You will get an offer shortly.

mailto:dagneaud@seissmo.com

